The Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University awards up to three grants to Duke University students with career interests in art and museum work who have applied to internships at major art museums in the United States or abroad.

These grants (up to $3000) are intended to offset the living costs incurred during the internships. Grants sponsored by the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation support undergraduate students. An additional grant funded by the Vice Provost for the Arts may be awarded to either an undergraduate or graduate student.

Past interns have worked at museums such as the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Smithsonian American Art Museum, the Peggy Guggenheim Collection, the Wolfsonian Collection, and the Colección Patricia Phelps de Cisneros.

To apply submit the following by **April 18, 2014**:

- a cover letter outlining your goals for the museum internship and how the internship will further your career plans
- a short resume
- a budget of projected expenses and other sources of financial support
- a statement of acceptance from the institution granting the internship
  
  (if status is unknown, provide the name and contact information of someone who can confirm the application)

**Address applications or questions to:**

Marianne Eileen Wardle, PhD  
Andrew W. Mellon Curator and Academic Programs Coordinator  
Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University  
marianne.wardle@duke.edu